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SERIES SPONSOR: 

CONNECT WITH US

THE

HALEKULANI
MASTERWORKS
SEASON

We kindly ask you to please silence all cellphones and electronic devices. Also, please note that 
photography and video recordings are prohibited during the performance. Intermission is 20 minutes. 
Once the performance has begun, seating is at the discretion of the house.

SATURDAY APRIL 13  |  7:30PM
SUNDAY APRIL 14  |  4:00PM
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Rei Hotoda
conductor

YŪZŌ TOYAMA
Rhapsody for Orchestra

CLAUDE-ACHILLE DEBUSSY
Rhapsody for Clarinet & Orchestra

CARL MARIA VON WEBER
Clarinet Concerto No. 2

I. Allegro
II.  Romanza. Allegretto com moto
III.  Polacca

— INTERMISSION —

NIKOLAI RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Scheherazade

I. The Sea and Sinbad’s Ship
II.  The Legend of the Kalendar Prince
III.  The Young Prince and The Young Princess
IV.  Festival at Baghdad. The Sea. Ship Breaks upon a Cliff Surmounted by a Bronze Horseman 

David Shifrin
clarinet

Since his time as HSO Principal Clarinet, David Shifrin has become an artist in demand 
around the world. Performing as soloist, recitalist, and chamber musician. He returns 
for his solo appearance with the Hawai’i Symphony Orchestra collaborating with 
Rei Hotoda, newly appointed Fresno Philharmonic Music Director. She conducts 
Scheherazade, the symphonic story of A Thousand and One Nights.
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ARTISTS
Rei Hotoda  conductor

maestro

Rei Hotoda, currently serving as the Music Director of the Fresno Philharmonic, 
is widely considered one of America’s most sought after and dynamic artists. 
She has appeared as a guest conductor with many of today’s leading ensembles, including the Symphony 
Orchestras of Baltimore, Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas, Toronto, Utah, Fort Worth, Winnipeg, and Colorado as well as 
the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, among others. She is a tireless advocate for the music of our time, and is equally 
at home leading the orchestra from the piano as well as from the podium.

With repertoire spanning Beethoven’s Symphony No. 6 to Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 8 and from Toyama’s 
Rhapsody for Orchestra to Jennifer Higdon’s Percussion Concerto, Rei will make several exciting debuts this 
season when she appears as guest conductor with the Symphony Orchestras of Spokane, Portland, Detroit, 
Hilton Head, and Hawaii and a welcome return to Dallas.

Community engagement and inspiring the next generation of musicians coupled with a deep commitment to 
showcasing	artistic	diversity	and	collaborating	with	a	wide	array	of	artists	defines	Rei’s	artistic	philosophy.	

Her 2018-19 masterworks concert season in Fresno will focus on the power of music with a deep connection 
to storytelling and community engagement. Works by John Corigliano, Missy Mazzoli, Zhao Jiping, Aaron Jay 
Kernis, Benjamin Boone (local Fresno composer), and a world premiere of a new work by Dinuk Witjeratne, 
co-commissioned by the Fresno Philharmonic, outline the season. These master voices of today are paralleled 
by	those	of	the	classical	cannon	when	she	also	conducts	works	by	Beethoven,	Strauss,	and	Prokofiev.	At	the	
centerpiece of Rei’s season with the Fresno Philharmonic is Britten’s provocative War Requiem, presented 
in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the end to World War I. To amplify the dynamic work on the 
mainstage, Rei will again host a series of casual-format talkbacks, entitled “Stay Tuned,” and lead newly-
designed “Meet the Artists” luncheons at repertoire-relevant locations throughout the city.

A consummate advocate of new music, Rei has conducted premieres of works by such notable composers 
as John Cage, Dai Fujikura, Gene Coleman, and Salvatore Sciarrino, and has championed and recorded 
compositions by female composers, including Vivian Fung and Jennifer Higdon. As a recording artist, Ms. 
Hotoda’s	credits	are	wide-ranging	and	feature	her	as	both	conductor	and	piano	soloist,	including	her	first	
recording as a solo pianist, Apparitions, that featured works by Vincent Ho, Vivian Fung, and Toru Takemitsu.

Ms. Hotoda is also an accomplished pianist. She has appeared as soloist conducting from the piano with the Dallas, 
Edmonton, Utah, and Winnipeg Symphony Orchestras, and has performed in recital at several leading venues.

Prior to her appointment as Music Director of the Fresno Philharmonic, Ms. Hotoda served as assistant conductor at 
several of today’s leading orchestras and festivals, including the Utah, Dallas, and Winnipeg Symphony Orchestras 
and the Cabrillo Festival. Ms. Hotoda is the proud recipient of several prestigious awards, including the 2006 Taki 
Concordia Conducting Fellowship, created by Marin Alsop to mentor women conductors.

For more information on Ms. Hotoda and to learn about her upcoming season, please visit her website at 
reihotoda.com.    n
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clarinet

David Shifrin clarinet

One of only two wind players to have been awarded the Avery Fisher Prize since 
the award’s inception in 1974, Mr. Shifrin is in constant demand as an orchestral 
soloist, recitalist and chamber music collaborator. Mr. Shifrin has appeared with the Philadelphia and Minnesota 
Orchestras and the Dallas, Seattle, Houston, Milwaukee, Detroit and Denver symphonies among many others in the US, 
and internationally with orchestras in Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Japan, Korea and Taiwan. In addition, he has served 
as principal clarinetist with the Cleveland Orchestra, American Symphony Orchestra (under Stokowski), the Honolulu 
and Dallas symphonies and the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra and New York Chamber Symphony. Mr. Shifrin has also 
received critical acclaim as a recitalist, appearing at such venues as Alice Tully Hall, Weill Recital Hall and Zankel Hall at 
Carnegie Hall and the 92nd Street Y in New York City as well as the the Library of Congress in Washington D.C. A sought 
after chamber musician, he collaborates frequently with such distinguished ensembles and artists as the Guarneri, 
Tokyo, and Emerson String Quartets, Wynton Marsalis, and pianists Emanuel Ax and André Watts.

An artist member of the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center since 1989, David Shifrin served as its artistic 
director from 1992 to 2004. He has toured extensively throughout the US with CMSLC and appeared in several 
national television broadcasts on Live From Lincoln Center. He has also been the artistic director of Chamber 
Music Northwest in Portland, Oregon since 1981. David Shifrin joined the faculty at the Yale School of Music in 
1987 and was appointed Artistic Director of the Chamber Music Society of Yale and Yale’s annual concert series 
at Carnegie Hall in September 2008.  He has also served on the faculties of The Juilliard School, University of 
Southern California, University of Michigan, Cleveland Institute of Music and the University of Hawaii. In 2007 
he was awarded an honorary professorship at China’s Central Conservatory in Beijing.

Mr. Shifrin’s recordings on Delos, DGG, Angel/EMI, Arabesque, BMG, SONY, and CRI have consistently garnered praise and 
awards. He has received three Grammy nominations - for a collaborative recording with the Chamber Music Society of 
Lincoln Center of the collected chamber music of Claude Debussy (Delos), the Copland Clarinet Concerto (Angel/EMI) and 
Ravel’s Introduction and Allegro with Nancy Allen, Ransom Wilson, and the Tokyo String Quartet (Angel/EMI). 

His recording of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto with the Mostly Mozart Festival Orchestra, performed in its 
original version on a specially built basset clarinet, was named Record of the Year by Stereo Review.  

His latest recording, Shifrin Plays Schifrin (Aleph Records), is a collection of clarinet works by composer/
conductor Lalo Schifrin. Both the recording of the Copland Clarinet Concerto and a 2008 recording of Leonard 
Bernstein’s Clarinet Sonata with pianist Anne-Marie McDermott have been released on iTunes via Angel/EMI 
and Deutsche Grammophon. Mr. Shifrin continues to broaden the repertoire for clarinet and orchestra by 
commissioning and championing the works of 20th and 21st century American composers including, among 
others, John Adams, Joan Tower, Stephen Albert, Bruce Adolphe, Ezra Laderman, Lalo Schifrin, David Schiff, John 
Corigliano, Bright Sheng and Ellen Taaffe Zwilich.

In addition to the Avery Fisher Prize, David Shifrin is the recipient of a Solo Recitalists’ Fellowship from the 
National Endowment for the Arts and the 1998 Distinguished Alumnus Award from the Music Academy of 
the West. At the outset of his career, he won the top prize at both the Munich and the Geneva International 
Competitions. Mr. Shifrin resides in Connecticut with his wife and is the father of four children - Henry, Olivia, 
Sam and William. David Shifrin performs on MoBa cocobolo wood clarinets by Backun Musical Services and 
Légère	premium	synthetic	reeds.	He	is	represented	by	CM	Artists	New	York	(Artist	profile).    n
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PROGRAM NOTES
RHAPSODY FOR ORCHESTRA
Yūzō Toyama

Yūzō	Toyama	is	one	of	Japan’s	most	prominent	conductors.	He	has	
guest conducted all of Japan’s major orchestras and became permanent 
conductor of the NHK Symphony Orchestra in 1979. Though he is less well 
known as a composer, Toyama has written more than 200 works, including 
songs, a cello concerto for Mstislav Rostropovich, a commissioned ballet 
for the Australian Ballet, and several symphonies. His best-known work is 
the Rhapsody for orchestra, which has become a popular curtain raiser and 
remains in the repertoire of many Asian orchestras. 

Toyama attended the Tokyo Music School, the predecessor institute to the 
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. In 1950 he was awarded 
the school’s second prize in the Chamber Music Composition Competition 
for Three Characteristic Pieces for clarinet, bassoon, and piano. His 
primary composition teacher was Kan-ichi Shimofusa, a protégé of Paul 
Hindemith. 

After working for several years as an apprentice conductor with the NHK 
Smphony Orchestra, Toyama participated in master classes with Erich 
Leinsdorf, the legendary Austrian-born conductor who led the Boston 
Symphony during the 1960s. 

As	a	composer,	Toyama	was	influenced	by	Russia’s	Dmitri	Shostakovich	
and two Hungarians: Béla Bartók and Zoltán Kodály. Kodály’s adaptation 
of Hungarian folk tunes in his original compositions made a particularly 
strong impression on Toyama, who drew on both Japanese folk and 
popular songs and music of the Kabuki theater in his own works. 
Toyama composed the Rhapsody in 1960 as an encore piece for an NHK 
Symphony world tour. It is representative of his style in its incorporation 
of four Japanese folks and its combination of Western and Eastern 
instruments. He revised the work in 2001.

The piece divides into three principal sections organized fast-slow-fast. 
It opens with a quasi-cadenza for percussion, establishing both a pulse 
and the prominent role that percussion plays in this piece. It ushers in the 
first	melodic	exchange,	a	pentatonic	theme	with	a	surprisingly	jazzy	feel.	
Toyama uses the brass and percussion to add layers of commentary to 
the tune. A dancing piccolo solo leads to the slow section, a mesmerizing 
extended	flute	solo.	This	is	the	emotional	heart	of	the	work.	Muted	
strings	support	the	flute,	which	meanders	like	a	bird	in	relaxed	flight.	
The percussion effects the transition to Toyama’s vibrant closing segment 
with	a	brief	reprise	of	the	opening	flourish.	While	Japanese	scale	patterns	
predominate, Toyama’s keen sense of rhythmic momentum and his 
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gift for integrating Western and 
Eastern sonorities make this piece 
an appealing foot-tapper. 
   
The score calls for piccolo, two 
flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, 
two bassoons, four horns, three 
trumpets, three trombones, tuba, 
timpani, hyoshigi [claves], kin 
[Japanese bell], uchiwa-daiko and 
shime-daiko [Japanese drums], 
bass drum, wood blocks, bongo, 
sistro [a type of rattle], chan-
chiki [Japanese gong], harp, and 
strings.   n

—Laurie Shulman © 2019

b. Tokyo, Japan
10 May 1931     
This performance
is an HSO Premier
Approximate Duration
7 minutes

ABOUT JAPANESE PERCUSSION 
INSTRUMENTS

Toyama’s Rhapsody requires a 
percussion section that employs 
several Japanese instruments in 
addition to timpani and bass drum.  
The full score provides illustrations 
and the following descriptions of 
three types of instruments that are 
not common in Western orchestras.
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PREMIÈRE RAPSODIE FOR CLARINET AND ORCHESTRA
Claude-Achille Debussy

This luscious eight-minute movement is the closest we have to a 
clarinet concerto from Debussy. For most of his career, he avoided 
traditional classical genres such as concerto, sonata and symphony. 
Their structural rigors were incompatible with the sensual qualities 
of sound that he sought in his music. Glenn Watkins, in his insightful 
survey of 20th-century music called Soundings, has written:

[In impressionist art], form tended to be obscured and a dream-like 
atmosphere was pervasive. In the world of music, many of these same 
tendencies were endorsed through a mosaic-like approach to color; a 
freedom of formal inquiry that eschewed strongly contrasting thematic 
material or an emphasis upon . . . development; and a loosening 
of the rhythmic component to the extent that a sense of pulse or 
undulation tended to replace the organizing properties of the bar line.

Certainly, these observations apply to Debussy’s Rapsodie, and oddly 
so in light of the work’s origins. He began work on it in December 
1909 as a competition piece for students at the Paris Conservatoire. 
By early January it was complete, and Paul Mimart played the first 
performance on 16 January, with piano accompaniment. Because so 
many clarinet competitors played it, Debussy (and the jurors) heard 
it nearly a dozen times. He was fond of the piece and orchestrated it 
in 1911.

Curiously, the Rapsodie does not emphasize brilliant technique, though 
it	is	a	very	difficult	work.	Rather,	Debussy	concentrates	on	the	clarinet’s	
distinctive tone color, broad range and expressive capability. The 

orchestration is remarkable for its 
rich textures and subtle shadings, 
lending the work the intimacy of 
a large chamber ensemble .

Debussy scored the Rapsodie for 
three flutes, three oboes (third 
doubling English horn), two 
clarinets, three bassoons, four 
horns, two trumpets, percussion, 
two harps, solo clarinet and 
strings.   n

—Laurie Shulman © 2019

b. St-Germain-en-Laye,
France
22 August 1862  
d. Paris, France
25 March, 1918  
First performed by the HSO
1982
Approximate Duration
8 minutes

Uchiwa-daiko is a small frame drum consisting of a skin secured to a hoop and completed with a handle. Its 
diameter ranges from 8” to 18”.

Chan-chiki is a small gong-like instrument made of brass. It is played by resting a small deer horn hammer on 
the inner surface and striking the inside rim. Its diameter is about 6 inches.

Kin is a bowl-shaped gong made of hammered brass or bronze and used at the Buddhist altar. Its diameter 
ranges from 8” to 24”; the small-sized kin is usually called a rin. 

English translation by Christopher Hardy, courtesy of  Schott and Zen-On Music Co.
Mahalo to the Ethnomusicology Instrument Collection, University of Hawai’i, for the use of their instruments.
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CLARINET CONCERTO NO.2 IN E-FLAT, OP.74
Carl Maria von Weber

With good reason, Carl Maria von Weber is revered among clarinetists. He 
composed several major works for clarinet, including the Concertino and 
both Concertos (all from 1811) and the later clarinet quintet. It was his 
favorite wind instrument, and he was inspired by a gifted performer who 
was also a good friend. All these works were composed for the German 
clarinetist Heinrich Baermann (1784-1847).

Weber	first	crossed	paths	with	Baermann	in	Darmstadt	early	in	1811.	At	
the time, Baermann was principal clarinet in the Munich court orchestra 
of Bavaria’s King Maximilian I, a position that carried considerable 
prestige. Weber was concluding a professional stint in Darmstadt 
and about to embark on a tour in the hope of securing a position 
elsewhere. He invited Baermann to perform in his farewell concert, 
for which occasion he had composed a duet for two contraltos, clarinet 
obbligato, horn, and strings. The Darmstadt performance of Weber’s new 
composition was a success, and the two young men, then 25 and 27, 
struck a good rapport. 

When Maximilian I heard Baermann perform Weber’s Concertino later 
that year, he was so impressed that he immediately commissioned two 
clarinet concertos from the young composer.

The three movements show an obvious effort on Weber’s part to conform 
to the royal expectations of a traditional sonata form virtuoso piece. The 
phrasing is foursquare, and the strings carry the lion’s share of themes 
when the clarinet is not playing; the other woodwinds are primarily there 

as musical punctuation. But in 
the slow movement, Weber treats 
the clarinet almost as if it were 
a coloratura soprano. Weber the 
opera composer shows his true 
colors here!  A bouncy Alla polacca 
adds a nice Eastern European 
flavor	to	conclude	the	work.

Weber’s score calls for flutes, oboes, 
bassoons, trumpets, timpani, 
clarinet solo, and strings.   n

—Laurie Shulman © 2019

b. Eutin, Germany
18 November, 1786  
d. London, England
5 June, 1826   
This performance
is an HSO Premier
Approximate Duration
19 minutes

SCHEHERAZADE CONCERTO OR SPOTLIGHT SOLO?

The concertmaster has a unique role in 
Scheherazade.		Along	with	the	first	violin	part	
in Richard Strauss’s Ein Heldenleben, the 
concertmaster role in Rimsky-Korsakov’s suite is 
arguably the most important concertmaster solo in 
the orchestral literature. Solo violin represents the 
Sultan’s wife, inventing a new story to relate to the 
Sultan each night in order to stave off her execution. 

Rimsky opens the work with a concertmaster solo, 
supported only by harp, thereby establishing 
the spellbinding atmosphere. Additional violin 
solos occur in each movement and, at the end, a 
final	cameo	as	the	violin	drifts	off	in	its	ethereal	
uppermost register.

The dual role of soloist as well as section leader is a 
daunting one for every concertmaster who plays this 
piece. He is not in front of the orchestra, as a concerto 
soloist would be. Seated among the rest of the 
section, the concertmaster must work hard to project 
his sound above the orchestra in the solo parts, but 
must also blend his sound with the section when full 
strings are playing. 

Overall pacing is in the concertmaster’s hands when 
no orchestra member apart from the harp is playing 
with the violin, but the soloist must turn over the 
driver’s seat to the conductor in the full orchestra 
passages. It is a delicate balancing act that requires 
singular communication and musical sensitivity.   n
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SCHEHERAZADE, SYMPHONIC SUITE, OP.35
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov

The concept of Orientalism carried great sway in late nineteenth-century 
Russia.  The land itself spanned thousands of miles from west to east, 
subsuming vastly different cultures within its boundaries.  When he 
began work on Scheherazade, Rimsky-Korsakov had recently completed 
his	friend	Alexander	Borodin’s	unfinished	opera,	Prince Igor, whose music 
is	heavily	tinged	with	Eastern	flavor.		The	exotic	harmonies	of	Eastern	
culture	exerted	a	strong	influence	on	Rimsky’s	own	symphonic	suite.

In his memoirs, My Musical Life, Rimsky-Korsakov wrote of Scheherazade:

I had in view the creation of an orchestral suite in four movements, closely 
knit by the community of its themes and motives, yet presenting, as it 
were, a kaleidoscope of fairy-tale images and designs of Oriental character. 
. . . All I desired was that the hearer, if he liked my piece as symphonic 
music, should carry away the impression that it is beyond doubt an 
Oriental narrative of some numerous and varied fairy-tale wonders.

He placed a note at the head of his score recapitulating the story. 
Sultan Shakriar, convinced that all women are faithless, determines 
to	put	each	of	his	wives	to	death	after	the	first	night.	Clever	Sultana	
Scheherazade saves herself one night after another by captivating her 
husband with different fairy tales and adventures. Driven by curiosity, the 
sultan repeatedly postpones her execution, eventually abandoning his 
bloodthirsty plan.

Curiously, in later life Rimsky-Korsakov spoke of aversion to an overly 
specific	program	for	the	Suite.		While	he	acknowledged	that	the	solo	
violin represented the silken voice of the gifted Sultana as she related 
her	stories,	he	held	that	his	technique	was	a	musical	unifier,	rather	than	a	
programmatic device.  The composer wanted the story to act as a catalyst 
for each individual listener’s imagination, rather than having us interpret 
the music as a literal illustration of the literary programme.

Scheherazade was sketched in Petersburg in early 1888, and completed 
during the summer while Rimsky-Korsakov was on holiday in the country.  
It was approximately contemporary with his Russian Easter Overture, and 
the two works were premiered on the same concert that December.  Along 
with his Capriccio Espagnol, Rimsky-Korsakov felt that Scheherazade and 
the overture:

. . . close[d] a period in my work, at the end of which my orchestration had 
attained a considerable degree of virtuosity and warm sonority without 
Wagnerian influence, limiting myself to the normally constituted orchestra 
used by Glinka.

Rimsky-Korsakov rightly regarded 
Scheherazade as the peak of 
his orchestration achievement, 
though	not	necessarily	his	finest	
musical achievement.  Perhaps 
the greatest glory of this suite is 
that the composer succeeded so 
completely in evoking the lush, 
exotic orientalism of his subject 
without the use of unconventional 
instruments.  It is a veritable 
festival for the orchestra.  Colorful 
cameo solos for nearly every 
instrument ingeniously weave 
together the different melodic 
lines that connect the music and 
evoke the magical spirit of the 
1001 Arabian nights. 

Rimsky’s orchestra comprises three 
flutes (two doubling piccolo); two 
oboes, English horn, two clarinets, 
two bassoons, four horns, two 
trumpets, three trombones (third 
doubling bass trombone), tuba, 
timpani, snare drum, bass drum, 
cymbals, triangle, tambourine, 
harp and strings.   n

—Laurie Shulman © 2019

b. Tikhvin, near Novgorod, 
Russia
18 March 1844  
d. Liubensk, near St. 
Petersburg, Russia
21 June, 1908  
First performed by the HSO
1977
Approximate Duration
42 minutes
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